
of approximately 30 highly radioactive components
from the reactor pressure vessel, and the placing of a
43 centimeters thick concrete base in the bottom of
the tank for support of additional depleted uranium
shielding. A steel mock shield was installed to verify
the design and to test the procedures for the installa-
tion of the depleted uranium shield that will be
placed during the coming summer. Finally, a 5-
centimeter hole was bored into the bottom of the
pressure vessel through which lead shot and grout

will be poured next season to provide shielding at the
bottom of the reactor tank.

The Deep Freeze '74 dismantling effort successfully
was completed on January 31, 1974, 12 days ahead
of schedule. On February 16, Lieutenant Commander
Renzetti was relieved by Chief Petty Officer R. Cox.
During the 1974 winter his crew is responsible for
operating and maintaining the water distillation plant
and for continued environmental monitoring of the
nuclear power plant complex.

Newslefter 2

International Antarctic Glaciological Project
Th s newsletter of the International Antarctic

Glaci logical Project (IAGP) briefly reports develop-
ment that have taken place in 1973 and 1974. It was
compiled from information supplied by W. F. Budd
(Australia), C. Lorius (France), G. deQ. Robin
(Uni ed Kingdom), Ye. S. Korotkevich (Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics), and U. Radek (United
States of America).

Australia

Casey program, 1973. From February to May 1973,
a trilateration traverse was made some 70 kilometers
southward from the summit of Law Dome, which is
100 c.ilometers inland. Previous surveys had tied Law
Dorre to the rock at Casey; see Newsletter 1 (March—
April 1974 Antarctic Journal, p. 42-50). The trilatera-
tion net consisted of continuous double-braced quadri-

laterals with sides of 4 to
15 kilometers. Most sides
and diagonals were meas-
ured by tellurometer. The
trilateration was estab-
lished to Just beyond the
valley saddle point (179

•	kilometers inland). The
-- -	 traverse party went 50

kilometers farther to
cache fuel and to establish

an additional geoceiver point. Both Law Dome summit
and the saddle point have zero ice velocity points that
are useful in controlling velocity measurements far-
ther inland.

Other measurements comprised theodolite angles,
astro-fixes and azimuths, radio-echo sounding along
each side, gravimetry, continuous barometric leveling
along each side, snow accumulation, surface sampling,
and U.S. geoceiver measurements (see U.S.A. report
below).

An October 1973 to January 1974 traverse started
with remeasurement of the saddle-joint grid and
extended the trilateration net 180 kilometers farther,
reaching about 69°S. and 2,000 meters elevation. On
the return journey additional markers were established
over one of the most prominent surface undulations to
study uphill ice flow in more detail.

The Antarctic Division built a meitsonde probe
following designs supplied by the U.S. Army Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory. Dur-
ing the winter it was tested to 100 meters depth near
the old S-2 site (75 kilometers from Casey) at an ele-
vation of 1,160 meters; a fault prevented further
penetration. A cooling curve in the in situ tempera-
ture was obtained at the 100-meter depth.

Studies are continuing on the ice cores obtained
from Law Dome. They include crystallography, creep,
oxygen isotopes, gas volumes, and densities.

Lambert Basin survey, 1973-1974 summer. The 11
ice movement markers and strain grids established
around the Lambert Glacier basin during the t971—
1972 season were resurveyed in 1973-1974. These

The International Antarctic Glaciological Project is a co-
operative venture linking Australia, France, the United King-
dom, the United States, and the Soviet Union in a study of
a large part of the east antarctic ice sheet. Publication of
this newsletter series in Antarctic Journal of the United
States is a U.S. contribution to the project.
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measurements provided the first direct results in this
region of ice surface velocity, strain rates, snow accu-
mulation rates, 10-meter-depth temperatures, and oxy-
gen isotope ratios.

Radio ice thickness sounding begun in the previous
two seasons was continued and extended to cover an
area of about 100,000 square kilometers around the
basin. Total flight line length now is about 4,000
kilometers, with most spacing closer than 40 kilo-
meters. The bedrock topography has considerable
relief, and the deep valleys and high ridges are found
to penetrate deep into the interior of the ice sheet.

Casey program, 1974. A hole was cored on Law
Dome to 350 meters in depth. The ice thickness there
is about 450 meters; the site is some 3 kilometers up-
stream from the previous Cape Folger hole. The Cape
Fogler hole had reached near to the bed at a depth
of 324 meters. A malfunction prevented further pene-
tration. The plan is to core another hole nearby to
attempt to reach the bed for the purposes of measur-
ing the variation of shear velocity with depth through
the ice sheet.

To prepare field equipment for the trilateration
resurvey in 1975, the 1974 field program concentrated
on remeasuring the geoceiver points established on
Law Dome during 1973 and on establishing new points
within 100 kilometers of Casey for remeasurement in
following years.

France

Field work in 1973-1974 consisted of sinking a
305 meters deep hole to bedrock in the coastal area of
Adélie Land. A thermal drill was used. The drilling
lasted 15 days; it took 6 days to core the bottom 200
meters. The ice thickness agreed closely with the results
of a gravimetry survey. Core recovery was better than
96 percent.

The program comprised measurement of tempera-
ture and crystal size; sampling for ice fabric, stable
isotopes, gas content, impurities, and lead-210; sur-
face sampling for silicon-32; and shallow coring (to 15
meters) for measurement of radioactive fallout, stable
isotopes, and impurities.

Four members of the Laboratoire de Glaciologie,
Grenoble, did the drilling. Expeditions Polaires Fran-
caises supported them in the field.

United Kingdom

Operations. Airplanes were not available, so no
radio-echo flying was done in Antarctica in the 1973-
1974 season.

Planning. Representatives of the U.S. National
Science Foundation, the Technical University of

Denmark (TuD), and the Scott Polar Research Insti-
tute met on November 19 and 20, 1973, to plan tech-
nical aspects of the program. The National Science
Foundation accepted responsibility for aircraft in-
stallations and data recording systems. The TUD
undertook responsibility for designing a new radio-
echo system and antenna installations (in cooperation
with the National Science Foundation).

The Scott Polar Research Institute accepted re-
sponsibility for developing automatic data processing
methods of studying radio-echo film records. All
parties agreed that the primary system of recording
radio-echo data should be intensity-modulated photo-
graphic systems. After detailed consideration of design
parameters, an order was placed for an auttmatic
scanning system and associated computer hardware
on March 13. Delivery is set for September 1.

Scientific results. Statistical information on the
fading of bottom echoes from field studies on Devon
Island made in 1973 is being studied in detail This
has led to further general studies of the fadingecord
from earlier aircraft flights.

Dr. Drewry's thesis, "Sub-ice relief and geol gy of
East Antarctica," was approved for the deg ee of
Ph.D. in the University of Cambridge. Published sec-
tions cover classification of sub-ice relief of East
Antarctica, the evolution of glacial history of A tarc-
tica, and a comparison of geophysical metho s of
sounding the ice sheet.

Dr. Robin and Dr. Paren are preparing it paper on
the causes of deep internal reflections in polar ice
sheets.

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Snow accumulation measurements. Stake heights
were measured during the December 1973 tra erse
from Vostok to Mirnyy; the stakes had been s t in
1970. Spacing is 2 to 5 kilometers along the 1 400-
kilometer track. Where snow accumulation was 1 rge,
new stakes were set next to the old ones. Snow de sity
was measured every 10 to 20 kilometers. The ata
obtained will allow analysis of spatial and tem oral
variability of snow accumulation.

Ice drilling at Vostok. A hole had been drille I at
Vostok in 1972, yielding 950 meters of core. In Janu

-ary 1974, a second hole was drilled to 905 meters,
and core of that length was obtained. Further deep-
ening without filling the hole with liquid w uld
have risked sticking of the drill and was not d ne.
Temperature measurements were made in the dry
hole, and remote sensors were installed to mea ure
the rate of shrinkage. In a test hole 105 meters d ep,
tests were started with a thermal drill lowered in anti-
freeze (kerosense and ethyl alcohol).
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Ice thickness measurements. Radio-echo soundings
of the ice sheet thickness were made along these lines:
(1) Amery Base to Mirnyy to Vostok to Lambert
Glacier to Amery Base, and (2) Amery Base to Pole
of Inaccessibility. Also, an areal survey was made of
margins of the ice sheet in MacRobertson Land.

United States of America

Logistics. In preparation for a forthcoming project
of the French Antarctic Expedition, a reconnaissance
flight was made to the area of dome C to assess the
possibility of landing LC-130s without prior prepara-
tion of the snow surface. Another flight took a
collapsible, pillow-type fuel tank to Vostok, where
refueling will take place during the dome C operation.

Geoceiver team. A U.S. Geological Survey team
joined the Australian traverse south from Casey to
do geoceiver measurements and other research. The
team set up a base system called Tranet near the
Pageos site at Casey in February 1973. The system
operates continuously. The portable geoceiver system
was to make measurements at Pageos on rock and
on the ice sheet to measure ice movement and to
provide control for the traverse. The team also par-
ticipated in the Australian trilateration, with some
sites being established by geoceiver. Repeat measure-
ments were made in summer of some of the sites that
had been established in the autumn, enabling calcula-
tion of ice displacement to be carried out.

For each site, over 30 satellite passes were obtained,
generally taking several days. The ice displacements
at Pageos and at the saddle point are compatible with
the error of the system. The displacement (4.6 meters)
and velocity (9 meters a year) at A009, halfway down
the southern slope of Law Dome, is compatible with
values expected from the earlier surveys of McLaren
(1968) and Pfitzner (Budd, 1970). The surface
velocity of 120 meters per year at the autumn depot
site B021 on the main antarctic slope is compatible

with the calculated balance velocity in this region
given by Budd et al., (1971).

In each case the elevations given by the geoceiver
also were within the 1-meter error of the system. The
elevation at the Law Dome summit agreed with
previous optical leveling done in 1967 and 1968.

In summary, the geoceiver measurements are accu-
rate and repeatable to about 1 meter precision in all
three coordinates. They provide a valuable means
for measuring ice velocities at remote locations. The
instrument operated in all weather conditions en-
countered.

Preparations for future work. Under comprehensive
plans for coring and radar sounding in Antarctica (in-
cluding the IAGP area) and Greenland, new shallow
and intermediate coring drills have been developed
at the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engi-
neering Laboratory and at the University of Bern,
Switzerland. Improved radar electronics and aerials
have been constructed at The Technical University
of Denmark in cooperation with the National Science
Foundation.
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News and notes
Deep Freeze and civilian support

personnel, winter 1974

At the close of the 1973-1974 austral summer,
Deep Freeze and civilian support personnel remained
to winter at four U.S. antarctic stations. Listed below
are the names of these persons who are assigned to

July—August 1974

Naval Support Force, Antarctica (NSFA), to Naval
Nuclear Power Unit (NNPU), to Antarctic Develop-
ment Squadron Six (vxE-6), or to Holmes and
Narver, Inc. (H&N).

Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station

Bowers, Ronald L., UTC, NSFA
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